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Yesterday in Moscow, Russia, Fight Code along with W5 held an event featuring a Fight Code
portion of the card and a W5 portion of the card. The Fight Code portion was shown on Fight
Code's stream and W5 wasn't, so everyone was left in the dark about the W5 portion. The W5
portion was shown on Russian TV and videos should be uploaded soon.

In the main event of the W5 portion, former It's Showtime 61MAX World Champion Sergio
Wielzen took on Russian fighter Ruslan Tozliyan for the W5 World Title at 60kg. The fight
started off fast and Wielzen was knocked down in the first round. It was tough to tell if it was a
slip or a legit knockdown because a very strange canvas was being used that had fighters
slipping on it all night. Wielzen rallied back and hurt Tozliyan multiple times throughout the rest
of the fight. The knockdown made the fight pretty close but Wielzen got a unanimous decision to
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become the W5 -60kg champion. Next for Wielzen is current It's Showtime 61MAX World
Champion Javier Hernandez at It's Showtime's card in Tenerife on November 12th.

In the co-main event, Maxim Smirnov fought Maxim Shalnev at 70kg. About halfway through the
first round, Smirnov started to get into a rhythm with his hands and started consistently finding
the mark on his opponent. Shalnev was hurt by punches in the first and it continued in the
second. Shalnev got cracked with a left hook and staggered, causing the referee to call a halt to
the bout in the second round. Smirnov didn't take much damage and should be ready for his
fight against Dzhabar Askerov next month at the Tatneft Cup 2011 Finals.

Highly touted up and comer Aziz Kallah made the venture to Moscow to fight 17-year-old Alim
Nabiev. In what was quite surprising, Nabiev controlled the fight with his height and range and
landed significant strikes on Kallah for most of the fight. If I were to make comparisons, I'd say
he looked like a mixture of Artem Levin and Yoshihiro Sato. Only at the very end of the fight did
Kallah come on strong. Nabiev picked up a unanimous decision and he's definitely one to look
out for in the future, being just 17 years old and already beating the likes of Aziz Kallah.

Full results below:

W5 60kg World Title fight (5x3):

Sergio Wielzen def. Ruslan Tozliyan by Unanimous Decision.

Single fights (3x3):

Maxim Smirnov def. Maxim Shalnev by TKO (Referee Stoppage) in Round 2.

Yuri Zhukovsky def. Valdrin Vatnikaj by decision.
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Goran Radonjic def. Nadir Gadzhiev by decision in an extra round.

Alim Nabiev def. Aziz Kallah by Unanimous Decision.

Vitaly Lisnyak def. Evgeny Khil by decision.
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